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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Today I want to put a focus on hidden agendas because the vibration, pardon me, we’ve
got cat fur flying here. ROQ was just in here getting his lovey time. The hidden agendas are going
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to be surfacing during this particular week, especially so as the Sun goes into Scorpio. But we have
Venus retrograde in Scorpio and a few other things going on. So you may have to be careful
around those with tempers.
Remember that the personality at its functional level, very simply wants to get its way. And then
you've got your Soul, your higher power operating, that wants to serve others and make the world
a better place. Then you've got the Monadic influence which is really very connected to all of
Creation and basic evolution of creation in a good way.
So you have different levels of the self operating. Certain people who tend to manipulate
deliberately will probably be even more manipulative. People maybe with psychotic tendencies will
go a little bit more viciously after a target, you know, or something that they have had recently.
So within your own consciousness, you can release any hidden agendas, even hidden from yourself
of course, you can release being the hook and eye part, being the eye for someone else's hidden
agenda hook, so they have nothing to grab onto within you.
And I would say also call in that Higher Power energy that you want from basically the Soul or the
Monad level, and just keep overriding the personality, asking the personality to synchronize with
your Divine Intent.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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